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ABSTRACT

Protecting children from exposure to adult content has be-

come a serious problem in the real world. Current statistics

show that, for instance, the average age of first Internet ex-

posure to pornography is 11 years, that the largest consumer

group of Internet pornography is the age group of 12-to-17-

year-olds and that 90% of the 8-to-16-year-olds have viewed

porn online. To protect our children, effective algorithms for

detecting adult images are needed. In this research we evalu-

ate the use of probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA)

for this task. We will show that topic models based on pLSA

can detect adult content with a correct positive rate of 92.7%,

while only showing off a false positive rate of 1.9%. Even

when using grayscale images only, a correct positive rate of

90.8% at a false positive rate of 2% can be achieved.

Index Terms— topic models, image classification, adult

image content recognition, porn image detection

1. INTRODUCTION

Protecting our kids from being spammed with adult image

content is – without doubt – a very pressing issue. In this

paper we analyze how well recent concepts from image clas-

sification in general can be exploited for filtering adult con-

tent. Recently very successful approaches to image classifi-

cation use topic models on visual words derived from salient

descriptors of local image patches [12, 1, 10, 7]. The best-

known topic model is the probabilistic Latent Semantic Anal-

ysis (pLSA) [8]. Thus, we will investigate how well image

models based on pLSA can separate adult image content from

normal image content. We will also investigate the useful-

ness of color information for this application domain and how

much is lost if replying on grayscale images only.

Related Work: There are two major approaches to de-

tecting porn images: Either (a) they focus on the text of the

web pages accompanying the image to classify the image con-

tent or (b) they look inside the images and judge the content

based on the amount of skin color pixels or skin texture pixels.

Often some simple geometric constrains are applied, too. Ex-

amples of the first appraoch are [6, 9] and of the latter [5, 4].

Early approaches design their classification scheme based on

manually tweaked heuristics, while latter approach use statis-

tical classifiers such as Neural Networks or Support Vector

Machines. However, none of them have used topic models

yet with the single exception of [3]. Thus, there is a need to

evaluate topics models for adult content recognition.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we introduce

the overall probabilistic approach and describe the visual fea-

tures in Sec. 3. It is followed by a discussion of the pros and

cons of the approach in Sec. 4. Sec. 5 reports the experimental

results, before we conclude the paper in Sec. 6.

2. APPROACH

We use a pLSA model to represent each image [12, 1, 10].

pLSA [8] was originally derived for text modeling, where

words represent the elementary parts of documents. Build-

ing a pLSA model starts with representing the entire docu-

ment corpus by a term-document matrix [n(wj , di)]M×N . M

indicates the number of documents in the corpus and i the as-

sociated document index variable, while N specifies the num-

ber of different words occurring across the corpus and j the

associated word index variable. Each matrix entry stores the

number of times a specific word wj is observed in a given doc-

ument di. Such a representation ignores the order of words in

each document and is thus called a bag-of-words model.

In order to be able to apply this model to images, we need

to define a visual equivalent to words in documents. Visual

words are often derived from images by vector quantizing au-

tomatically extracted local region descriptors. In this work,

a subset of local features extracted from training images are

clustered by k-means clustering to derive the cluster centers as

our visual vocabulary. Given the visual vocabulary we extract

the local features from each image in the database and replace

each with its most similar visual word. Similarity is defined as

the closest word in the high-dimensional feature space. The

word occurrences for each image are then counted, resulting

in a term-frequency vector for each image document. These

term-frequency vectors for each image constitute the term-

document matrix. Note that any geometric relationship be-

tween the occurrences of different visual words in an image

is disregarded since the term order is ignored.

Model: Given the term-document matrix, the pLSA uses



Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the pLSA model: M=#

of images in database, Ni = # of visual words in image di,

observable random variable w for the occurrence of a visual

word and d for the respective image document, z = hidden

topic variable.

a finite number of hidden topics to model the co-occurrence

of visual words inside images across the image corpus. Each

image is explained as a mixture of hidden topics. These hid-

den topics can be thought of as refering to objects or object

parts. Thus we model an image as consisting of multiple ob-

ject parts: For instance, an image of a beach scene consists of

pieces of water, sand and people. Thus, assuming that every

word wj occurring in document di of the corpus is associated

with a hidden (unobservable) topic variable zk, the pLSA de-

scribes the probability of seeing word wj in document di by

the following model:

P (wj , di) = P (di)
∑

k

P (wj |zk)P (zk|di) (1)

where P (di) is the prior probability of picking document di,

P (zk|di) the probability of selecting a hidden topic depend-

ing on the current document di (also referred to as the topic

vector), and P (wj |zk) the word distribution given a topic zk.

Fig. 1 shows a graphical representation of the pLSA model.

Learning and inference of topic models: We learn the

probability distributions P (wj |zk) of visual words given a

hidden topic as well as the probability distributions P (zk|di)
of hidden topics given a document completely unsupervised

using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [8, 2].

Probability distributions of new images that are not contained

in the original training corpus are estimated by applying the

EM algorithm to the unseen images to compute its topic dis-

tribution while keeping the learned word distributions condi-

tioned on the topic P (wj |zk) fixed. In our work, we compute

the parameters of a pLSA model on the training data and then

apply this model to unseen test data. We represent each image

d by its associated topic vector P (z|d) which gives us a very

low-dimensional image representation.

Classification: For image classification the topic vec-

tors of each unlabeled test image are classified by simple

k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) search through the labeled train-

ing images using the L1-norm as distance metric. Reasons

for this choice are discussed in 4. The overall approach is

visualized in Figure 2.

3. LOCAL FEATURE DESCRIPTORS

Based on our prior work [7] we compute two different local

feature descriptors from each local region centered at (x, y):

SIFT [11]: The SIFT feature is computed by first calcu-

lating the orientation of the most dominant gradient. Then,

relative to this orientation the gradient-based feature vector

entries are computed from the local gray-scale neighborhood

by dividing the local neighborhood into 4× 4 subregions and

subsequently accumulating the gradient magnitudes of each

pixel into a local orientation histograms. The gradients are

weighted with a Gaussian window centered at the interest

point location. The entries of the 16 local orientation his-

tograms form the entries of a 128-dimensional feature vector.

The vector is normalized to ensure invariance to illumination

conditions. SIFT features are also invariant to small geomet-

ric distortions and translations due to location quantization.

They are widely used in several computer vision and pattern

recognition tasks. Thus the results obtained with SIFT fea-

tures serve us as a baseline.

Self similarity [13]: The self-similarity feature is com-

puted by first calculating a so-called correlation surface for

the surrounding neighborhood. We compare a small im-

age patch of size x1 × x1 around the interest point with a

larger surrounding image region of size x2 × x2. In this

work we choose x1 = 5 and x2 = 41. Comparison is

based on the squared L2-norm between the grayscale or color

patches (C1R configuration). The distance surface itself is

then normalized and transformed into a correlation surface,

which in turn is transformed into a log-polar coordinate

system and partitioned into 80 bins (20 angles, 4 radial inter-

vals). The maximum values in each bin constitute the local

self-similarity descriptor. Normalizing the descriptor vector

ensures some invariance to color and illumination changes.

Invariance against small local affine and non-rigid deforma-

tions is achieved by the log-polar representation; by choosing

the maximal correlation value in each bin, the descriptor

becomes insensitive to small translations.

Both features are originally defined for grayscale images

only. An obvious extension to 3-channel color images is

to derive at a given point (x, y, scale) the base feature for

each color channel independently in order to concatenate the

three channel-specific feature vectors to a 384-dimensional

SIFT vector or 240-dimensional self similarity vector. We

label this configuration by C3R. For the self-similarity fea-

ture, we have the option to use the squared L2-norm on color

images to computed the correlation surface, on which the 80-

dimensional feature vector is computed (configuration C1R).

We will see later in the experimental results that this is not

only the mode that allows faster retrieval, but also the best

mode.

Dense Sampling: We compute interest points on a dense

grid with spacing d between grid points in the x- and y-

directions and over several scales. As all images are scaled

to the same length of the longest side, while preserving the

original aspect ratio, the number of interest points computed

for each image is about the same.



Fig. 2. Scene classification system based on a discrete pLSA model. Adult scenes are distinguished from everything else.

4. ATTRIBUTES OF THE PLSA APPROACH

This section explains reasons behind some of our design

choices. Our image classification into porn vs. porn-free

images is based on example-based k-NN classification and

not on some discriminate learning algorithm such as Adaboot

or SVM. Discriminate learning obviously would boost our al-

ready excellent performance numbers in Sec. 5. However, at

the same time it would add inflexibility: Any time a new class

of objectionable images needs to be filtered, a new training

run would be required. In contrast, with the k-NN approach

images that have been misclassified or images of a new ob-

jectionable image class can be added to the reference image

set for the k-NN search at any time. Thus, in practice the

adult filter can be updated easily to any kind of image content

one wishes to filter. No retraining is required. Objectionable

image content is so diverse that one can never assume to have

a complete and representative sample set. Thus discrimi-

nate learning would not operate well in this domain due to

frequently required retraining phases.

Given our example-based approach using pLSA has sev-

eral advantages: Firstly, it compresses the high-dimensional

document vectors (i.e., the word occurrence vector, 500 di-

mensions here) into a much smaller topic vector (50 dimen-

sions here) by which each image is represented. This makes

k-NN search much faster and scalable to large databases. Sec-

ondly, it is well-known that the smaller topic vectors produce

better classification results compared to the larger document

vectors (see [10]). Thirdly, pLSA not just enables adult vs.

non-adult content filtering, but image search in general. Thus,

general image search comes as a free lunch.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

Working with adult content is difficult in many ways: ethi-

cally and legally. Thus, we adopted a scheme that minimizes

the time and the number of people who had to work with the

access-restricted adult content. All parameter evaluations and

optimizations were done with images of lightly dressed bikini

models, which come as close as possible to adult content and

sometimes even cross the border. However, these images do

not require putting strict access restrictions into effect. Only

in the very end we tested the overall system with the optimal

parameters on a real adult content database to which only one

authenticated person had access.

We tested the following color spaces: grayscale, hsv, hls,

lab, luv, rgb, xyz, and xcrcb. For most of these color spaces

the pixels can not only be represented by floating point num-

bers (denoted by ”32f”), but also be range-compressed to a

one unsigned byte representation (denoted by ”8u”).

Data Set 1 consists of 20,699 images from 18 different

classes as listed in Table 2. Of these images 7,676 (containing

600 bikini images) were used for training and 13,023 (con-

taining 512 bikini images) for testing. The accuracy for bikini

vs. the other classes was normalized per class, so that the ac-

tual image count per category did not matter for the perfor-

mance computation. The performance numbers for the vari-

ous color spaces for the self-similarity feature and the SIFT

feature are plotted in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b). As it can be

clearly seen, the correct negative rates for both, the SIFT and

the self-similarity feature, are very close to each other for the

best performing color spaces. With the self-similarity feature

correct negative rates of about 98.3% can be achieved in the

color spaces hls-8u-C1R, rgb-8u-C1R and rgb-8u-C1R, while

lab-8u-C3R reaches 98.1% with the SIFT features. Note,

however, that the computation of the self-similarity feature

is more than 3x faster to compute than SIFT, because the best

performance was achieved with ”C1R” and thus did not re-

quire computing 3 times the feature for each color channel

independently (”C3R” mode). Instead the colors are con-

sidered early then calculating the correlation surface for the

self-similarity feature, producing only a 80-dimensional vec-



Table 1. Comp. of data set 1 and 2 for the best color spaces.
color data set pos. rate neg. rate avg. rate

hls-32f-C1R 1 0.9133 0.9690 0.9412

hls-32f-C1R 2 0.8986 0.9776 0.9381

hls-8u-C3R 1 0.8901 0.9731 0.9316

hls-8u-C3R 2 0.9266 0.9811 0.9538

luv-8u-C3R 1 0.9114 0.9721 0.9417

luv-8u-C3R 2 0.9281 0.9626 0.9454

ycrcb-32f-C1R 1 0.9133 0.9690 0.9412

ycrcb-32f-C1R 2 0.8986 0.9776 0.9381

gray-8u-C1R 1 0.8540 0.9800 0.9170

gray-8u-C1R 2 0.9078 0.9798 0.9438

Table 2. Number of images per scene category.
scene cat. # scene cat. # scene cat. #

airplanes 1074 forests 328 fields 410

beach 360 guitars 1030 streets 552

bikini 1112 homes 1000 storefronts 308

bottles 247 horses 170 skyscrapers 355

camels 346 motorbikes 826 faces 8499

cars 1281 mountains 374 people 2416

tor and thus adding only a very little run-time penalty.

With respect to the correct positive rate, the self-similarity

feature clearly outperformed SIFT by achieving 91.1% for

hls-32f-C1R, luv-8u-C3R, and ycrcb-32f-C1R. In contrast,

SIFT in the best case of lab-32f-C3R can only achieve 88.9%.

Thus, for our second data set with real adult images we will

only consider the self-similarity feature on a reduced set of

possible color space that have proven to be promising with

the bikini model images.

Data Set 2 is identical to Data Set 1 except that the bikini

images were replaced by 2,668 adult content images of which

600 were used for training and 2,068 for testing. Our goal

is to see whether the results with the bikini images can be

transferred to real adult content images. Table contrast the

performance numbers for the three color spaces with the best

average performance determined with the bikini images to

the adult image set. As it can be clearly seen, the perfor-

mance numbers are equvalent and sometimes even better for

the adult images.

6. CONCLUSION

We have shown that current topic models are more than suit-

able for filtering images with adult content. A correct negative

rate of 98.1% could be achieved at a correct positive rate of

92.7%. These performance numbers are way better than the

results reported so far in the literature. Since topic models

can easily be extended to incorporate information from other

modes, even better performance can be expected in future.
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